Chip Design Engineer - Amazon

DESCRIPTION
Exciting opportunity to join Amazon in developing its cutting-edge technology for the cloud market.

We are looking for exceptional engineers to join the chip design team and help develop the next generation products based on a revolutionary architecture.

BASIC QUALIFICATIONS
· Electrical/Computer Science engineer with GPA of: > 85
· 0-4 years of experience with RTL design & verification.
· Good understanding and knowledge of object oriented programming concepts
· Verilog/SystemVerilog
· Team player with good communications and reporting skills
· Highly motivated, willing to work in dynamic and demanding environment
· Fast learner

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS
· Knowledge of Hardware verification concepts and tools (UVM, modelsim, Incisive, verdi)
· Knowledge in the following programming languages: Perl/Csh/Tcl/Python
· Knowledge in DFT, Test Pattern Generation, STA, GLS

https://www.amazon.jobs/en/jobs/693069/chip-design-engineer